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Abstract Spiral Architecture is a new and powerful approach to a general-purpose machine
vision system. Earlier research on the Spiral Architecture focused on the properties of
undistorted translation, rotation and scaling. The research reported here uses the properties
of the pixel address labelling scheme. The property of interest is the physical proximity of the
hexagonal pixels with neighbouring addresses. Rectangular systems may,jor instance, have
vertical physically adjacent pixels but the address distance is the length of a scan line. It is
demonstrated that in the Spiral Architecture, unlike the rectangular system. many images
have the property that neighbouring pixels have similar intensities thus giving opportunities
for better compression.
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processing
1. Introduction
The Spiral Architecture for Machine
Vision was described by Sheridan and
Hintz and is a tool for the Multiple
Instruction Multiple Data (MIMD)
implementation of an affine
transformation [1]. It is a new and
powerful approach to a general-purpose
machine vision system, which is inspired
from anatomical consideration of the
primate's vision system. The geometrical
'"
Figure 1. Spiral addresses.
arrangement of pixels on Spiral
architecture can be described in terms of a
hexagonal grid (See Figure 1),which
possesses special computational features
that are pertinent to the vision process.
Each pixel is positioned by a Spiral
address along the spiral direction. The
hexagonal grid can be described in terms
of the mathematical object know as a
Euclideanring [2].
~:.:
On Spiral architecture, two
special operations are developed
[2], Spiral addition (which leads
to translation) and Spiral
multiplication (which leads to
rotation and scaling). These
properties, while not exploited
here, will most likely provide
opportunities for parallel image
compression.
Observe in Figure 1 that
addresses one through six are all
adjacent to pixel zero (distance
of 2r, INherer is the radius of a
hexagon). There are a total of
343 pixels and the most distant
pixel in this cluster (e.g.,
hexagonal address 123) has a
physical distance of J 8r See [3]
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for an illustration of how to calculate the
distances.
Given the proximity of hexagonal
addresses, the next matter to be resolved is
that of locality of pixel density. That is,
what is the length of a run in spiral space
compared to that in rectangular space.
We are going to analyse the performance
statistically from two aspects. One is the
number of grey level changes under a
specified threshold. Another is the
variance of grey level change within a
limited number of pixels. On the rectangle
architecture, all the rows will be linked
together to be a one-dimensional data set.
On spiral architecture, all the points will
be unwound in the spiral addressingorder
to be another one-dirnensional data set.
Figure 2. Duck [2J
Figure 3. Building [4].
Figure 4. Boats. [4]
Figure 5. View North.
Figure 6. House on Highway.
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Figure 8. View North
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2. Pixel Intensity Variations
Figure 2 through Figure 6 show a number of
grey scale images which differ in the
variation of pixel density with physical
distances.
A first attempt at quantifying the image References
compression capability of the Spiral
Architecture is based on the number of pixels I P. Sheridan, Spiral architecture for machine
in sequence before there is a change in grey vision, PhD thesis, University ofTechnology,
levels. Sydney, 1996.
Small values along the vertical axis for these 2 P. Sheridan, T. Hintz and D. Alexander,
images in the plots on the left side of Figures Pseudo-invari~nt image transf~r';lations on ~
7 through Figure 11 means larger runs are hexagonal lattice, Image and VISion Computing
ibl cod' . g1 1 gth 18 (1l)(2000),pp907-917.possi e to en e mto a sin e run en 3 T H' d P Sherid R . d. mtz an . en an, otation an
value. . . '. Resolution in Spiral Architecture, PDPT 2002
For example, in the PICturem Figure 5, we set 4 http://java.sun.com/docslbooks/tutoriall
four thresholds to compute the number of
grey level change. "delta 4" means that if the
grey level difference between two adjoining
points is larger than 4, one grey level change
will be counted So to 'llelta 4", we obtained
2557 grey level changes on rectangular
architecture and 1883 grey level changes on
spiral architecture. In addition, in a data
sequence of 200 pixels, the variance is
302.116 on rectangular architecture and
321.343 on spiral architecture.
3. Discussion
The plots demonstrate certain consistencies.
We observe that as the number of pixels
considered in the run length increases the
difference in the number of grey levels
increases also. Likewise as the number of
pixels considered in the run length increases
the variance of the pixel intensity increases
correspondingly. However, the changes for
the Spiral are always less than for the
rectangular architecture.
Thus, the Spiral has the potential for better
compression in all of the images.
4. Conclusion
This paper presents the preliminary research
on Spiral architecture potential for image
compression. There are two metries
developed:
From the experimental results we infer the
potential for both a lossy and no loss
approach to image compression on the Spiral
architecture.
1) The run length in pixels for unchanged
pixel intensity of one, two, three and
four
2) Variation of pixel intensity over fixed
runs of25, 50,100 and 200 pixels.
